Company name: GIGGS HILL GREEN HOMES LIMITED
Company number: 06766952

Received for Electronic Filing: 20/03/2018

Details of Satisfaction

Charge created (or property acquired) before 6th April 2013.

Date of creation: 24/02/2011

Description of instrument: LEGAL CHARGE

Short Particulars: PROPERTY K/A ROYAL THAMES HOUSE PORTSMOUTH ROAD THAMES DITTON T/NO. SY662717 BY WAY OF FIXED CHARGE ALL PLANT AND MACHINERY OWNED BY THE BORROWER AND ITS INTEREST IN ANY PLANT AND MACHINERY. ALL FIXTURES AND FITTINGS ALL OTHER CHATTELS AND ALL BENEFITS IN RESPECT OF THE INSURANCES INCLUDING CLAIMS AND THE REFUND OF ANY PREMIUMS.

Satisfaction of charge: In full

Details of the person delivering this statement and their interest in the charge

Name: GIGGS HILL GREEN HOMES LIMITED
Address: COVEHAM HOUSE DOWNSIDE BRIDGE ROAD COBHAM KT11 3EP
Interest: CHARGOR

Authentication of Form
This form was authorised by: a person with an interest in the registration of the charge.